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Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are high-temperature energy conversion devices which
have great potential due to their high efficiency, low operating costs and flexibility in using
conventional hydrocarbon based fuels. However, system cost, durability and performance
stability in long-term operation are barriers to the widespread commercialization of SOFC
technology.
Due to the high-temperature operation and aggressive environment in SOFCs, metallic
materials - used for interconnects and balance of plant (BOP) - are subject to corrosion.
Interconnects are typically made of ferritic stainless steel, which forms a protective
chromia scale at high temperatures. This results in two main degradation mechanisms: 1)
chromium evaporation, which leads to cathode poisoning and 2) chromia scale growth,
which leads to increased electrical resistance. To date, research into metallic materials
in SOFC has focused mostly on interconnects. However, metallic materials used in
BOP components can be a significant source of volatile chromium species and are often
overlooked. The aim of this thesis is to find high performance, cost-effective metallic
materials for SOFC systems. Five metallic materials AISI 441, AISI 444, A197/Kanthal®
EF101, alloy 800H and alloy 600, were studied for potential use in BOP components. Low-
cost steels, AISI 441 and AISI 444, and tailor-made Crofer 22 APU in combination with
different coatings were evaluated for the interconnect application. Chromium evaporation
and oxide-scale growth of the materials are investigated, and the oxide scale is studied
further, using XRD, SEM, EDX and ASR.
The alumina former, A197, showed the lowest chromium evaporation and oxidation in all
exposure conditions. Alloy 800H showed poor oxidation behaviour at lower temperatures
but its performance improved significantly after pre-oxidation. Alloy 800H has higher
chromium evaporation than A197 but significantly lower than 441 and 444. This low
chromium evaporation is due to the formation of an Fe, Ni-rich oxide cap layer. Alloy 600
showed intermediate performance. 441 and 444 showed the highest oxidation and chromium
evaporation of the selected alloys, making them a poor choice for BOP components.
The uncoated low-cost steels, 441 and 444, showed higher chromium evaporation and/or
oxide scale growth than the tailor-made Crofer 22 APU. The oxide scale structure was
similar for all the steels, with (Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel on top and Cr2O3 scale underneath
after 500 hours. The Ce/Co coated steels showed lower oxide scale growth and a chromium
evaporation at least 60 times lower than the uncoated steels. In addition, all the coated
steels showed similar chromium evaporation, oxide scale structure ((Co,Mn)3O4 spinel
on top and Cr2O3 scale underneath), oxide scale thickness and area specific resistance
after 1,000 hours.
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Our primary energy sources for generating electricity and heat are fossil fuels such as
coal, oil and natural gas. Fossil fuel consumption leads to greenhouse gas emissions. These
are considered the leading cause of global warming, resulting in climate change. Economic
growth and rising population are increasing global energy demand and accelerating
climate change. Only one-third of primary energy is converted into usable energy (such
as electricity and heat), and the rest is lost in the conversion process. For these reasons,
alternative energy sources and energy conversion devices are essential to meet increasing
demand and reduce emissions.
Fuel cells are considered a promising technology for future electricity needs. Fuel
cells electrochemically convert the chemical energy of a fuel directly into electricity at
a much higher efficiency than a combustion engine. They also have excellent part-load
performance characteristics, lower emissions, and silent operation, making them attractive
for distributed power generation. The most widely-used fuel cell type is the proton
exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). It uses hydrogen as fuel and requires expensive
catalysts such as platinum to operate. However, it is extremely sensitive to impurities
in the fuel which limits its applicability. By contrast, fuel cells such as solid oxide fuel
cells (SOFC) operate on the same principle but at a higher temperature. This results in
higher fuel flexibility. SOFCs can operate on hydrocarbons and may thus use existing
infrastructure, making for a smoother transition from fossil based fuels to renewable
fuels. System efficiencies as high as 90% may be achieved using SOFC based combined
heat and power (CHP) systems [1]. High costs and degradation are major hurdles for
the widespread commercialization of SOFC technology. The present work addresses the
challenges of using metallic materials in SOFCs.
In SOFCs, metallic materials are mainly used in the interconnects and balance of plant
(BOP) components. Interconnects are used to electrically connect the individual cells to
form a fuel cell stack. Ceramic interconnects are replaced with metallic ones, to reduce
costs and improve performance. Ferritic stainless steels (FSS) are used because they
represent a compromise between cost and the required material properties. Nevertheless,
the contribution of the interconnect to the overall stack cost is significant [2, 3]. At
the high operating temperatures of SOFCs (600-900 °C), FSS undergo high-temperature
oxidation, increasing the electrical resistance across the cell. Moreover, the chromia scale
reacts with the atmosphere to form volatile Cr species which poison the cathode and
degrade cell performance. To overcome these issues, tailor-made alloys are developed for
interconnect applications. However, these are expensive and increase the overall cost of
the system. One way to mitigate corrosion on the FSS is to apply protective coatings.
From an economic point of view, combining low-cost steel with a coating is promising
approach. Therefore, it is important to investigate the performance of low-cost steels and
compare them with tailor-made alloys.
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In addition to interconnects, metallic materials are also used in other parts of the
SOFC system that are exposed to high temperatures. Balance of plant (BOP) - consisting
of cathode preheater, heat recuperator, tubing, fuel processor, assembly components
and so on - are auxiliary components supporting the functioning of a SOFC system.
Metallic materials used outside the fuel cell stack can be a source of volatile chromium
species. Owing to complex geometries, using coatings to prevent chromium evaporation on
interconnects is challenging to implement in BOP components. Since the BOP components
can make up to 75% of the total system cost [3], it is vital to find suitable, cost-effective
materials for use in the BOP.
1.2 Aim
Material costs and service life are critical factors preventing the widespread commercial-
ization of SOFC systems. Driving down costs requires cheaper materials with improved
performance and reliability. The present thesis aims to find suitable low-cost materials
for BOP components and coating-steel combinations for interconnects.
In the study focusing on BOP components, alloys from different material groups are
selected and investigated in the air atmosphere. The evaluation focuses on the chromium
evaporation and oxidation properties of these materials at different temperatures and
surface conditions.
In the study focusing on interconnect materials, various steels and coating-steel combi-
nations are investigated, to understand oxidation behaviour, chromium evaporation and





2.1.1 Introduction to fuel cells
Fuel cells convert the chemical energy in the fuel directly into electrical energy with
very high efficiency. The history of fuel cells spans over two centuries. After water
electrolysis was first described by British scientists Sir Anthony Carlisle and William
Nicholson in 1800, reverse electrolysis was discovered by Sir William Grove and Christian
Friedrich Schönbein in 1839 [4]. The scientists used the ’gas battery’ to prove that an
electrochemical reaction between hydrogen and oxygen could produce an electric current.
Another essential contribution to fuel cells came in the early 20th century from Wilhelm
Ostwald, who provided much of the theoretical understanding on the fuel cell operation
[5].
The basic principle behind the working process in a fuel cell is to decompose a chemical
reaction while limiting the electrical transfer by inhibiting the free exchange of electrons.
Electron transfer from fuel species to oxidant species is forced through an external circuit,
called electric current. The functioning of fuel cells is similar to that of a battery, where
a chemical redox reaction is locally separated into an oxidation reaction and a reduction
reaction. However, the main difference is that the battery stores and releases energy; the
fuel cell, on the other hand, generates energy from the fuel.




2 O2 → H2O + energy; ∆G
o = 237.09 kJmol−1[5] (2.1)
The hydrogen combustion reaction is divided into two electrochemical half-reactions,
oxidation and reduction. The electrolyte separates the fuel and air, and the electrochemical
half-reactions, oxidation and reduction, occur at the electrodes, anode and cathode,
respectively. The electrolyte mediates the electrochemical reaction by conducting specific
ion/ions at a high rate while limiting the transfer of electrons. This forces the electrons
to flow through an external circuit connecting the electrodes to complete the reaction.
The flow of the electrons through the external circuit is harnessed as the electric current.
Compared to the fuel cell, in a combustion engine, the chemical energy in the fuel is
first converted to heat, then to mechanical energy, and finally to electricity. The series of
intermediate steps is complex and inefficient, which reduces the overall efficiency. The
direct conversion of chemical energy to electrical energy in a fuel cell eliminates the
inefficient intermediate stages of the conventional combustion process. Therefore, the
efficiency of a fuel cell is not limited by the Carnot cycle, as is the case with a conventional
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combustion process. The efficiency of a conventional combustion power plant is about
30% [6], while fuel cells can achieve an electrical efficiency of up to 65% [4]. Due to
the absence of mechanical processes in a fuel cell, the operation is silent, reducing noise
pollution. In addition, wear and tear are low, resulting in lower maintenance requirements
and higher reliability of the system. The emissions such as particulates, NOx and SOx
are extremely low due to the lack of combustion. Despite these intriguing advantages, the
implementation of fuel cell technology is rather limited to very few applications. Fuel cells
are quite expensive due to the low production volumes. Due to the complex electrochemical
processes and interfaces, fuel cells are susceptible to environmental poisons.
2.1.2 Types of Fuel cells
There are several types of fuel cells that are differentiated by the type of electrolyte or
the operating temperature. The type of electrolyte determines the operating temperature
as the ions need to be mobile in the electrolyte. There are five types of fuel cells based on
the type of electrolyte used
1. Alkaline fuel cell (AFC)
2. Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)
3. Phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC)
4. Molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC)
5. Solid-oxide fuel cell (SOFC)
Despite the differences in electrolyte and mobile ions, all fuel cells operate on the same
electrochemical principle. They also differ in operating temperature ranges (from 60
to 1000 °C), fuel tolerance, performance characteristics, and materials used. The ionic
charge carriers in PEMFC and PAFC - protons (H+), SOFC - oxygen ions (O2−), AFC -
hydroxide ions (OH−), and MCFC - carbonate ions (CO2−3 ). Detailed information about
fuels, operating temperatures and mobile ions are shown in Figure 2.1.
The most commonly used fuel cell is the PEMFC, which operates at a relatively low
temperature of about 80 °C. It uses H2 free of CO as fuel and a Pt catalyst to accelerate
the electrochemical reaction kinetics. Unlike the PEMFC, the SOFC operates at high
temperatures, eliminating the need for an expensive catalyst while producing high-quality
waste heat. It can also operate with almost any hydrocarbon fuel, such as biogas, liquefied
petroleum gas, and compressed natural gas. Internal reforming of hydrocarbon fuels in
the cell is possible in the SOFC. The co-production of heat and electricity makes it an
attractive choice for residential and industrial applications. However, operation at high
temperatures leads to slow start-up times compared to PEMFC [7]. In addition, the high
operating temperature has a detrimental effect on the durability of the materials.
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Figure 2.1: Different fuel cell families. Adapted from [5]
2.2 Solid oxide Fuel cell
The SOFC is based on an oxide ion conducting ceramic electrolyte combined with
mixed conducting electrodes. To ensure the mobility of the oxygen ions, SOFC operate
at high temperatures, which allows for fuel flexibility. The working principle of the SOFC
using H2 as fuel is illustrated in Figure 2.2a. A single SOFC cell is composed of three
components: anode, cathode, and electrolyte. At the cathode, oxygen gas reacts to form
oxide ions according to the reaction 2.2
1
2 O2 + 2e
− → O2− (2.2)
The oxide ions migrate through the electrolyte and react with the fuel (H2) at the anode
electrode according to the reaction 2.3
H2 +O2− → H2O + 2e− (2.3)
The electrons released from reaction at anode flow through an external circuit. The overall
reaction when hydrogen is used as fuel is same as Equation 2.1.
A single SOFC produces about 1 V at open-circuit voltage, depending on the fuel
used. The cells are stacked together to produce usable power. The SOFC has a very high
electrical efficiency at all capacities. This makes them suitable for small-scale applications
such as powering homes, medium-scale applications such as airports, and large-scale power
generation plants. Another advantage of the SOFC is that it can be used in a reverse
mode as an solid oxide electrolyzer cell (SOEC), producing fuel from surplus electricity.
SOECs coupled with renewable energy sources to produce hydrogen are a promising way
forward for the sustainability of the hydrogen economy. The high temperature electrolyzer
offers two key advantages. First, the thermal energy supplied is generally cheaper than
electricity. Second, the low theoretical decomposition voltage makes electrolysis efficient at
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Figure 2.2: Solid oxide fuel cell (a) Operating principle and (b) Fuel
cell stack. Adapted from [8]
high temperatures. Despite many advantages, the commercialization of SOFC is hindered
by high costs and high degradation rates. In the following, the material requirements and
the state of the art materials for different components of the SOFC are discussed.
2.2.1 Electrolyte
In SOFC, the basic requirements of the electrolyte materials are good ionic conductivity,
low electrical conductivity, impermeability to gases, and stability in fuel and oxygen
atmospheres [9]. The most commonly used electrolyte is zirconia (ZrO2) doped with 8-
10% yttria (Y2O3) (YSZ) [9, 10]. YSZ offers a good compromise between ionic properties,
mechanical strength and conductivity. Cerium oxide (CeO2) doped with about 20%
gadolinium oxide (Gd2O3) (CGO) is a popular electrolyte with higher conductivity than
YSZ and can therefore be used at lower operating temperatures. At the operating
temperatures below 800°C, the conductivity of CGO is two orders of magnitude higher
than that of YSZ [11]. The disadvantage of CGO is higher electronic conductivity at
lower oxygen pressures (fuel side). Higher electronic conductivity leads to higher leakage
currents, decreasing the power output [12].
2.2.2 Electrode Materials
Unlike the electrolyte, electrode materials must be porous, have good conductivity for
ions and electrons, and be permeable to products and reactants. Since the electrochemical
reactions in the SOFC occur at the electrodes, the electrode materials must have good
catalytic properties to enhance the reaction rate and reduce polarization losses. The
porous electrode creates a large surface area to maximize the contact area with the
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reactant gases. High ionic and high electronic conductivity is achieved in many practical
cases using composites containing two materials with either high ionic or high electronic
conductivity. A common practice is to create a gradient of electrode and electrolyte
material [12]. This also reduces the thermal stresses due to the differences in thermal
expansion coefficient (TEC) of the electrodes and electrolyte.
2.2.2.1 Anode
The anode material should have high catalytic activity towards the electrochemical
oxidation of fuel. Moreover, it must also be stable at the operating temperature over a
wide range of pO2 pressures. During operation, the pO2 levels vary throughout the fuel cell
due to increased H2O at the fuel outlet [13]. The state of the art material for the anode
is a porous cermet consisting of nickel and electrolyte material [12, 14]. The mixture
ensures good adhesion and a similar TEC to other components. Since SOFC stacks are
designed to use carbon-containing gases as fuels, the anode should have catalytic activity
for water shift and reforming reactions.
2.2.2.2 Cathode
The cathode material should have high catalytic activity towards oxygen reduction
reaction and be stable in oxidizing environments at high temperatures. Since the noble
metals are excluded for economic reasons, the potential cathode materials are mixed oxides.
The most commonly used cathode material is strontium doped lanthanum magnetite
(LSM) [12]. The major limitation of LSM is the poor oxygen ion conductivity, resulting
in a smaller triple-phase-boundary (TPB) area. This can be improved by the addition of
YSZ [15]. Alternative materials such as strontium and iron-doped lanthanum cobaltite
La1−xSrxCo1−yFeyO3 (LSCF) have higher electronic conductivity which makes them
promising for intermediate temperature SOFC [9].
2.2.3 Interconnect
A single solid oxide fuel cell (consisting of an anode, cathode, and electrolyte) typically
provides an electric potential of less than 1V, depending on the cell efficiency and fuel
utilization. To achieve higher voltages, multiple cells are electrically connected in series
with the help of interconnects to form a fuel cell stack, as shown in Figure 2.2. The
interconnects distribute the electrical current to the cells and separate the air atmosphere
of one cell from the fuel atmosphere of the next cell. The basic requirements for the
interconnect are similar to those for the electrolyte. However, the electrolyte is a good ion
conductor and a poor electron conductor, while the interconnect must be a good electron
conductor and a poor ion conductor. The main requirements of the interconnects [12, 16]
are listed below:
• Stability at the operating temperature with air and fuel environment on either side
for at least 80000 hours
• Similar TEC to the other cell components
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• Good electrical conductivity and low ionic conductivity throughout the stack lifetime
• Chemical compatibility with other cell components.
• Impermeability towards gases
• Sufficient mechanical strength
• Ease of manufacturing
They should also be cheaper, as the cost is a major obstacle to the commercialization of
SOFC.
2.2.3.1 Ceramic Interconnects
Traditionally, perovskite-type ceramics based on rare earth chromites such as CaO
or SrO doped LaCrO3 have been used to manufacture interconnects for operating
temperatures above 1000 °C. High temperatures are required to achieve sufficiently high
conductivity in perovskites. Ceramic materials offered high stability in fuel and air on
either side and similar TEC to the other cell components. However, ceramic interconnects
are expensive, difficult to fabricate, and less mechanically stable. In addition, the electrical
and thermal conductivity of p-type semiconductors is much lower than that of metals
[17]. Now a days, they are rarely used as interconnects in the fuel cell stack.
2.2.3.2 Metallic Interconnects
Recent improvements in the materials and manufacturing have allowed the operating
temperature of SOFC to be lowered to the range of 600 - 900 °C. This, in turn, has enabled
the use of metallic materials as interconnects. Compared to ceramic materials, metallic
materials have higher mechanical strength, higher thermal and electrical conductivity,
are easier to fabricate, and are less expensive. Among the potential candidates, chromia
forming alloys show good oxidation resistance at high temperatures and good electrical
conductivity of the oxide scale; thus have been extensively studied for use as SOFCs
interconnects. Some notable challenges in using metallic materials as interconnects include
high temperature corrosion in the air atmosphere, which is discussed in detail in section
4.1.
2.2.4 Balance of Plant
In addition to the SOFC stack, which constitutes of repeat units of anode, cathode,
electrolyte, and interconnects, a wide range of auxiliary equipment supports the SOFC
system, referred to as balance of plant (BOP). The balance of plant constitutes of cell
frame, cathode preheater, heat exchangers, thermal management equipment, piping,
pumps, fuel processors, exhaust burner, control systems, start-up heater, and power
conditioner [3]. The cathodic preheater preheats the reactant gases to protect the ceramic
stacks from thermal stresses due to rapid temperature changes. Heat exchangers recover
high-quality thermal energy from the exhaust gas, and the exhaust burner burns the
remaining fuel in the exhaust. Moreover, BOP in the SOFC system accounts for up to
75% of the total system manufacturing cost [3].
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BOP components are subjected to harsh operating conditions. Therefore, ceramics are
used to manufacture some of the BOP components [18]. However, the focus has shifted to
metallic materials due to the decrease in the operating temperature. Metallic materials
have higher strength, lower cost, and good fabricability compared to ceramic materials.
They also reduce the material consumption and the weight of the SOFC system, which
makes them attractive for mobile applications. However, the metallic materials used in
the BOP are subjected to high temperature corrosion, which is discussed in section 4.2.
Despite significant costs, research on BOP materials is very limited.
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3 Corrosion of Steels
Corrosion is a gradual degradation of a material (usually metallic materials) by re-
action with the environment. When exposed to conditions under which they are not
thermodynamically stable, metallic materials convert to more stable forms such as oxides,
hydroxides, or sulphides. Oxidation is a particular form of corrosion in which metals and
alloys react with oxygen to form oxides, which is the focus of this work. The reaction
between the metal (M) and the oxygen gas (O2) is shown in Equation 3.1.
aM + b2O2 →MaOb (3.1)
Except for some noble metals, all other metals are thermodynamically unstable and
form oxides when exposed to an oxygen containing atmosphere at ambient temperature.
The reaction rates for oxide scale growth are low at ambient temperatures under dry
conditions, so most metals do not appear to be affected by oxidation. However, the
reaction rates are higher at higher temperatures so that they become problematic for the
metallic materials used at high temperatures. The oxidation behaviour of the metal is
influenced by thermodynamics and kinetics, which are discussed in the following sections.
3.1 Thermodynamics
Thermodynamics predicts the ability of a metal to form an oxide at a given temperature
and under certain atmospheric conditions. The Gibbs free energy of a system, calculated
using the Equation 3.2, helps determine the stability of the metal or oxide at constant
temperature and pressure.
G = H − TS (3.2)
Where G is Gibbs free energy, H is enthalpy, S is entropy and T is absolute temperature.
The driving force for the Reaction 3.1 is related to the change in the Gibbs free energy
associated with the conversion of metal to oxide. If the change in the Gibbs free energy
(∆G) is
• ∆G > 0, the Reaction 3.1 is thermodynamically impossible.
• ∆G = 0, the Reaction 3.1 is in equilibrium.
• ∆G < 0, the Reaction 3.1 is spontaneous.
The change in Gibbs free energy ∆G for reaction 3.1 is shown in Equation 3.3.







where ∆Go is the standard free energy change for the formation of MaOb, ax is the
activity of the products and reactants, R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute
temperature. The activity of pure solids is 1, while the activity of gases is approximated
to the partial pressure, aO2 = pO2 . At equilibrium ∆G = 0, so the Equation 3.3 can be






The equation 3.4 can be used to evaluate the stability of metals and oxides at a given
temperature and oxygen partial pressure. The oxygen pressure at which the oxide is in
equilibrium with the metal is called the dissociation pressure. The partial pressure of
oxygen in the atmosphere should be higher than the dissociation pressure for oxidation to
occur. The Ellingham diagram, shown in Figure 3.1, summarizes the standard free energies
of oxide formation as a function of temperature for various metals. The nomographic
scale on the right provides information about the partial pressure of oxygen required for
oxidation to occur at a given temperature.
The Ellingham diagram can be used to compare the stability of different metals and
oxides over a wide range of temperatures. The lower the line on the Ellingham diagram,
the higher the stability of the oxide, and vice versa. Thermodynamics can only predict
the existence of a phase at a given temperature and partial pressure under equilibrium
conditions. However, the oxidation of metals depends on the kinetics, which will be
discussed in the following section.
3.2 Kinetics
Oxidation kinetics is concerned with the evolution of the oxide scale over time. It is
important in predicting the life of a component operating at high temperatures. The
factors affecting the oxidation rate are temperature, oxygen pressure, pre-treatment of
the metal, and the elapsed time of oxidation [20]. The most common method of studying
oxidation kinetics is to monitor the change in mass with time. The mass of the metal
increases as the metal absorbs oxygen from the atmosphere and forms an oxide. However,
this method does not represent actual oxidation kinetics in the case of oxide spallation
or oxide evaporation. Other methods to study oxidation kinetics include microscopy,
chemical analysis of oxidized specimens and etc. [20].
The commonly encountered oxide growth mechanisms are linear, logarithmic, and
parabolic, as shown in Figure 3.2. Oxidation often follows a combination of different rate
equations. This could be because oxidation occurs either by two simultaneous mechanisms
or because the rate-determining mechanism changes due to changes in the nature of the
oxide scale.
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Figure 3.1: Ellingham diagram for some metals and their metal oxides.
Adapted from [19]
3.2.1 Linear rate equation
Linear oxidation is described by the Equation 3.5.
∆m = kt+ C (3.5)
Where ∆m is the mass change, k is the linear rate constant, and C is the integration
constant. In linear oxidation, the oxidation rate is constant and is independent of the
amount of metal or gas consumed. This means that the oxide scale is not protective. It is
observed when the surface or phase boundary process or reaction is the rate-determining
step [20].
3.2.2 Logarithmic rate equation
Logarithmic oxidation is described by the Equation 3.6
∆m = kloglog(t+ to) + C (3.6)
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Figure 3.2: The change of mass over time for three common oxide
growth mechanisms. Adapted from [20].
where ∆m is the mass change, Klog is the logarithmic rate constant, t is the exposure time,
and C is the integration constant. The reaction proceeds initially rapidly, followed by
negligible rates. A large number of metals follow logarithmic oxidation in the temperature
range of 300 - 400 °C and when the oxide scale is very thin [20]. There are several theories
for the rate-determining step, such as chemisorption, transport of electrons and ions due
to the electric field, but there is no general consensus [21].
3.2.3 Parabolic rate equation
Parabolic oxidation is described by the Equation 3.7
∆m2 = kpt+ C (3.7)
where ∆m is the mass change, Kp is the parabolic rate constant, t is the exposure
time, and C is the integration constant. Many metals follow parabolic oxidation at high
temperatures. It can be explained based on a theory developed by Wagner in 1933. The
main assumptions for this theory are that the oxide scale is dense and well adherent, the
rate-determining step is the diffusion of ions through the oxide scale, the interfaces such
as metal-oxide and oxide-gas are in thermodynamic equilibrium, and the oxygen solubility
in the metal is negligible [22]. Since the rate-determining step is the diffusion of ions, the
oxidation rate of metals following parabolic rate law decreases as the thickness of the
oxide scale increases.
3.2.4 Breakaway oxidation
Breakaway oxidation is a mechanism in which the rate law changes from parabolic to
linear oxidation. Breakdown of the protective oxide, which follows the parabolic rate
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law, leads to rapid oxidation by the formation of non-protective oxide scales which follow
the linear rate law. This can occur due to (a) mechanically induced chemical failure,
e.g., when the oxide scale breaks or cracks due to growth stresses or thermal cycling, (b)
intrinsic chemical failure, where the element forming the protective layer falls below a
certain threshold and can no longer form a protective oxide [20].
3.3 Scale formation and growth
The formation of the initial oxide scale on a metal is a three-stage process, as illustrated
in Figure 3.3. In the first stage, oxygen from the environment is adsorbed onto the metal
surface. After charge transfer, the ions O2− and Mn+ are formed, creating an ionic bond
between the ions. Subsequently, the metal oxide nucleates at the metal-gas interface and
grows laterally to form a continuous scale. Both steps depend on surface orientation,
crystal defects on the surface, surface preparation, and impurities in the metal and gas.
Since the metal oxide separates the metal from the gas, the growth of the oxide scale in
the third step occurs by solid-state diffusion of the metal ions and/or oxygen ions through
the oxide scale. Typically, diffusion of both ions occurs simultaneously. Depending on the
predominant diffusion process, the oxide scales can be classified into inward growing or
outward growing oxide scales [20].
Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of oxide growth in three steps (a)
adsorption (b) oxide nucleation and (c) oxide scale growth. Adapted
from [20]
If the diffusion of ions is the rate-determining step in a oxidation reaction, then the
rate of oxidation decreases as the oxide scale becomes thicker. Such oxide scales, which
are dense and have low ion diffusivity, are called protective oxides. However, if the oxide
scale is porous, then the gas transport through the oxide scale is easier, resulting in a
higher oxidation rate, called as non-protective oxide scale.
3.4 Oxide evaporation
Some oxides such as Cr2O3, WO3, and MoO3 react with the environment to form
volatile metal oxide species [23, 24]. The oxide evaporation reaction has high activation
energy; therefore, the oxide evaporation is more relevant at high temperatures [20, 21]. The
evaporation of the protective scale leads to accelerated consumption of the protective scale
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forming element in the alloy. Chromia forming alloys that form a protective Cr2O3 layer
are used extensively for high temperature applications. However, chromium evaporation
limits the applicability of chromia forming alloys at high temperatures and is extensively
studied in the literature [20, 25, 26, 27]. Chromium evaporation causes cathode poisoning
in the SOFC (see section 4.1). The mechanism of chromium evaporation is relevant for
this work and discussed below.
Chromium oxide is unstable thermodynamically at high temperatures in environments
containing O2 or O2 + H2O. Chromium oxide reacts with O2 predominantly at tempera-
tures above 1000 °C, to form CrO3, as shown in Equation 3.8. In the presence of H2O,
the chromium evaporation proceeds at relatively lower temperatures to form CrO2(OH)2,
CrO2(OH) as shown in the Equation 3.9, 3.10. From theoretical and experimental evalu-
ations, it is concluded that CrO2(OH)2 is the major volatile compound at temperatures
below 900 °C [23, 28, 29]. The chromium evaporation is affected by various factors such






2O2(g) + 2H2O(g)→ 2CrO2(OH)2(g) (3.9)
Cr2O3(s) +O2(g) +H2O(g)→ 2CrO2(OH)(g) (3.10)
Mass gain data helps predict the oxidation kinetics; thus, the life of metallic material
exposed to high temperatures. However, with simultaneous oxidation and chromium
evaporation, chromium consumption in the alloy is higher than indicated by the mass
gain measurements. In addition, chromium evaporation results in a thinner oxide scale,
resulting in a higher oxidation rate. Chromium depletion due to chromium evaporation
can result in breakaway oxidation.
3.4.1 Paralinear oxidation
When a chromia forming alloy is exposed to an environment containing O2 + H2O
at high temperatures, oxidation and oxide evaporation occur simultaneously. Oxidation
leads to the growth of the oxide scale, while evaporation leads to the loss of the oxide scale.
Initially, the oxide scale grows faster than the oxide scale lost due to chromium evaporation,
resulting in a positive net mass gain. As the oxide scale becomes thicker, the oxidation
rate decreases. At some elapsed time, the oxide scale growth due to oxidation equals to
the oxide scale lost to chromium evaporation, at which point the critical thickness of the
oxide scale is reached [30]. Once the critical thickness of the oxide scale is reached, mass
loss is observed due to the continuous loss of Cr species by evaporation. The oxidation
phenomenon with a combination of parabolic oxidation and linear evaporation is called
paralinear oxidation, as shown in Figure 3.4 [30, 31].
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Figure 3.4: Paralinear oxidation behaviour which is the combination
of parabolic mass gain and linear mass loss. Adapted from [30, 32]
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4 Challenges with metallic materials
in SOFC
Since the operating temperature of SOFC is in the range of 600 - 900 °C, metallic
materials used in SOFC face challenges due to high temperature corrosion. Metallic
materials exposed to high temperatures in air rely on the formation of a passivating oxide
layer that retards the oxidation of the material. This oxide layer protects the metallic
material from further corrosion. Alloys capable of forming adherent scales of either SiO2,
Al2O3 or Cr2O3 are usually preferred for high temperature applications. SiO2 and Al2O3
are slow-growing oxide scales compared to Cr2O3 scale. To ensure long operating lifetimes
for the SOFC system, the metallic materials used must have good resistance to high
temperature corrosion. Nevertheless, other factors such as strength, design constraints,
application, temperature, and cost also play an important role in material selection. This
chapter explores the challenges of using metallic materials in SOFC interconnect and the
balance of plant components.
4.1 Interconnect steels
The functions and requirements for the interconnect steels used are described in the
section 2.2.3. Metallic interconnects have replaced the traditional ceramic interconnects
in the SOFC’s which operate in the range of 600 - 900 °C. As the interconnects are used
to electrically connect the individual cells, growth of the oxide scale on the interconnect
will lead to an increase in the electrical resistance across the cell, which reduces the
performance of SOFC. Although SiO2 and Al2O3 oxide scales have excellent oxidation
resistance, the electrical conductivity of these scales is extremely low, making them
unsuitable for interconnect applications. Cr2O3 is a semiconductor in the operating
temperature range of SOFC, and has better conductivity than SiO2 and Al2O3 [20].
Cr2O3-forming alloys exhibit a good compromise between high temperature oxidation
resistance and oxide scale electrical conductivity. Thus, they have been extensively
investigated for use as SOFC interconnects.
4.1.1 Material Selection
There are several commercial chromia forming alloys such as ferritic stainless steels
(FSS), austenitic stainless steels, Cr-base alloys, and Ni-base alloys. Of these, Ni-base
alloys are considered as the best performers at high temperatures [33]. Nevertheless, only
ferritic stainless steels and Cr-base alloys are considered for interconnect application as
their TEC matches well with the other cell components. Cr-base alloys such as Plansee
Ducrolloy (Cr5Fe1Y2O3) were favoured early on as substitutes for ceramic interconnects
because of their excellent corrosion and electrical properties [34]. However, ferritic stainless
steels have replaced the Cr base alloys to be used in interconnects because they are easier
to manufacture and less expensive. Ferritic stainless steels have a body-centred cubic
crystal. The TEC of ferrites ranges from 11.5 * 10−6K−1 to 14 * 10−6K−1 which is
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similar to the other ceramic components in the SOFC (TEC = 10.5 - 12.5 * 10−6K−1)
[35]. As a result, FSS with Cr content between 16 – 23 wt% are extensively studied for
large scale manufacturing of interconnects [36].
Despite the advantages of using FSS - such as similar TEC, high electrical and ther-
mal conductivity, ease of formability, and lower cost - over ceramics for interconnect
applications, they have certain issues that impact the long-term operation of SOFC stacks:
• The operation of FSS at high temperatures results in the growth of chromia scale
on the surface of the interconnect, increasing the electrical resistance across the cell,
deteriorating the cell performance. Thicker chromia scales might also lead to scale
spallation, losing the electrical contact with the electrodes.
• In the cathode atmosphere, chromia scale reacts with oxygen in the presence of
water vapour to form volatile Cr (VI) species such as CrO3 and CrO2(OH)2, as
shown in section 3.4. These volatile species react with the cathode and get deposited
at the active triple-phase boundaries, hindering the oxygen reduction reaction. This
will result in reduced electrochemical activity of the cathode and thereby degrades
SOFC performance over time, also known as chromium poisoning [37].
• Chromium evaporation also leads to Cr depletion in the steel. Breakaway corrosion
occurs when the chromium content in the steel falls below a certain threshold,
resulting in rapid degradation of the fuel cell.
4.1.1.1 Alloying elements
In addition to iron and chromium, ferritic stainless steels contain minor alloying elements
that are either intentionally added or remnants from the steel making process that are
expensive to remove. Some minor alloying elements in ferritic steels significantly influence
the degradation mechanisms.
Manganese
Manganese is an important minor alloying element present in all FSS considered for
the interconnect application. Upon oxidation, Mn diffuses through the chromia scale to
form (Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel on the chromia scale, decreasing the chromium evaporation and
improving the conductivity. Several authors showed that (Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel reduces the
chromium evaporation by a factor of 2 to 3 compared to the Cr2O3 scale at 800 °C [25,
38]. However, chromium evaporation is still high for the long-term operation of the SOFC.
The conductivity of (Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel is reported to be at least an order of magnitude
higher than that of Cr2O3 [39, 40].
Silicon and Aluminium
Silicon and aluminium are the remnants of steel production, where they are used as
deoxidizers [41]. Si and Al require a lower oxygen partial pressure than Cr and are
therefore oxidized internally in the alloy. If they are present above a certain threshold,
subscales such as SiO2 and Al2O3 are formed, which results in two issues. First, the
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electrically insulating oxides increase the electrical resistance across the cell [42, 43, 44].
Moreover, the SiO2 subscale is reported to reduce the adhesion between the oxide scale
and metal due to the dissimilar TEC between the alloy and SiO2[26, 45]. Removal of Si
and Al from steel requires vacuum induction melting, which results in additional costs to
the manufacturing process.
Refractory elements
Refractory elements such as Nb, W, Mo are added to form laves phases such as (e.g.,
(Fe,Cr)2(Nb,W,Mo)). Laves phases are reported to bind Si and hamper the formation
of SiO2 [42]. Moreover, the laves phases increase the hardness and creep resistance of the
steel by hindering dislocation motion [43]. However, increasing the Nb content is reported
to increase the oxidation rate of FSS due to the doping of Cr2O3[43].
Reactive elements
The beneficial effects of minor addition of reactive elements (RE) belonging to the rare
earth elements such as Zr, Ce, Hf, La on high temperature oxidation are well established
in the literature, known as the reactive element effect [46, 47, 48, 49]. The most common
effects of the reactive elements are
• Decrease in the oxidation rate of the material.
• Improvement in scale adhesion and resistance to spallation.
• Modification of the oxide scale microstructure.
• Selective oxidation of the alloys.
• Change in the growth mechanism of the oxide scale.
The effects mentioned above are visible already at the tiny addition (0.1% La) of
reactive elements. The mechanism of the reactive elements is not yet fully understood.
The most prominent hypothesis is that RE changes the growth mechanism of the oxide
scale. Undoped Cr2O3 scale grows predominantly by the outward diffusion of metal
cations. In the Cr2O3 scale doped with RE, the outward diffusion of the metal cations
is inhibited by the RE segregated at the oxide grain boundaries. As the smaller oxygen
anions are not affected, the growth of the chromia scale changes from predominantly
outward migration of chromium ions to inward diffusion of oxygen ions [50, 51, 52]. The
change in diffusion mechanism results in lower oxidation and also an increase in scale
adhesion. The improvement in the electrical properties of the oxide scale doped with
reactive elements is observed [53, 54, 55].
Reactive elements can be added to the steel melt during the production; such is the
case for Crofer 22 APU, Crofer 22 H, and Sanergy HT. However, the addition of RE
during the steel production increases the overall manufacturing cost, making these steels
expensive. Other methods of applying the reactive elements are the dispersion of RE
oxides and coating the surface with a thin layer [54, 56]. More detailed information on
reactive elements can be found in [52, 57, 58, 59]
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4.1.1.2 Tailor-made steels
Tailor-made steels are developed by adding and removing certain minor alloying elements
to improve the performance and mitigate interconnect degradation, thus ensuring long-term
operation. The widespread commercially available tailor-made steels towards interconnect
material are Crofer 22 APU, Crofer 22 H, Sanergy HT, and ZMG232 G10. The common
features in these steels are (i) High Cr content (approximately 22%) to ensure the formation
of chromia scale during the long-term operation. Further increasing the Cr content leads
to undesirable brittle sigma phase formation. (ii) Minor addition of Mn (< 1 wt%) to
form (Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel on the chromia scale, reducing the chromium evaporation. (iii)
Addition of reactive elements such as La, Ce to improve the oxidation kinetics and scale
adhesion. (iv) Reducing the SiO2 subscale formation by containing a low Si content in
the alloy as in Crofer 22 APU and ZMG232 G10 or by addition of refractory elements to
bind Si as in Crofer 22H and Sanergy HT.
Despite the improved performance of tailor-made steels, they still exhibit high chromium
evaporation and chromia scale growth. Moreover, the addition of reactive elements and
other stringent requirements combined with low production volumes make these steels
expensive. Interconnects contribute a significant part of the total raw material cost in a
SOFC stack [3]. Therefore, a strong incentive exists to reduce the cost of the interconnects,
which reduces the overall cost of the SOFC stack. Replacing the tailor-made steels with
widely available low-cost ferritic stainless steels such as AISI 441, AISI 444, and AISI
430 would decrease the interconnect cost. The above-mentioned low-cost commercial Fss
mentioned above have approximately 16 – 19% Cr, 0.3 to 0.6% Mn and minor alloying
elements such as Nb, Ti, Mo and W. The main disadvantages of using commercial FSS
are the lower Cr content and the formation of the SiO2 subscale. Thus, these steels are
mainly explored for intermediate temperature SOFC’s with an operating temperature
below 750 °C.
4.1.2 Protective coatings
Despite the advances in adapting steel chemistry targeted towards SOFC interconnect,
the high oxidation rate and chromium evaporation makes it impractical to use uncoated
FSS as an interconnect material. To remain competitive in the market, SOFC needs
to have a service life of up to 80000 hours [60]. Protective coatings are an alternative
approach to the bulk modification of alloys, in which a metallic interconnect surface is
modified by a protective and conductive layer. Diffusion barrier coatings are proven to be
effective in reducing chromium evaporation and chromia scale growth [61, 62, 63].
The requirements for coatings are similar to those for interconnects like TEC identical
to other cell components, good electrical and thermal conductivity, ease of manufacturing,
chemical compatibility with adjacent cell components, good adhesion and lower cost.
Moreover, they should be effective in mitigating chromium evaporation and oxide scale




The general formula of the perovskite structure is ABO3, where A sites are occupied
by low valance cations such as La, Sr, Ca and Pb, while the B sites are occupied by
higher valance transition metal cations such as Ti, Co, Fe, etc. Perovskite coatings exhibit
p-type electronic conduction in an oxidizing environment and are stable under low oxygen
partial pressures [61, 64]. The most common perovskite coatings researched for the inter-
connect application are lanthanum chromite (LaCrO3), lanthanum strontium chromite
(La1−xSrxCrO3), lanthanum strontium manganite (La1−xSrxMnO3), lanthanum stron-
tium cobaltite (La1−xSrxCoO3) and lanthanum strontium ferrite (La1−xSrxFeO3) which
were prepared by radio-frequency magnetron sputtering, sol-gel and screen printing [62].
They have high electronic conductivity, similar TEC to the other ceramic components.
However, thicker coatings are required to decrease the oxidation rate, and the coatings
often have poor adhesion to the substrate [61]. Despite the improvements, ionically
conductive perovskites remain an ineffective barrier to volatile Cr species or oxygen
diffusion [25, 63, 65].
Spinel coatings
Spinels are oxide materials with the general formula AB2O4, where A and B are divalent,
trivalent, and quadrivalent cations occupying octahedral and tetrahedral sites in the face-
centred cubic oxygen anion lattice [62]. The properties of the spinels, such as conductivity,
thermal and electrical properties, and TEC can be tailored by adjusting the choice and
ratio of A and B cations. They have attracted attention because of their ability to suppress
chromium evaporation. Detailed thermal and electrical properties of various spinels can
be found in [66].
Mn-Co spinel oxide (MCO) coatings are extensively researched for the interconnect
application. They are considered promising on the air side of the interconnect as they
have demonstrated to reduce chromium evaporation and area-specific resistance across the
interconnect [67, 68, 69]. (Co,Mn)3O4 spinel has a conductivity of 6.4 – 60 S.cm−1 at
800 °C and TEC in the range of 11.5 - 14.4 * 10−6K−1 between 25°C- 800°C [66]. Several
attempts to improve the conductivity of the (Co,Mn)3O4 spinel by doping with Co, Cu,
and Fe have been reported [62, 63, 70]. These coatings can be deposited using various
techniques such as sol-gel dip coating, electrophoretic deposition, electroplating, physical
vapour deposition, atmospheric plasma spray coating and screen printing. Physical vapour
deposition (PVD) coatings are particularly suitable because they can be applied in roll to
roll in a high-volume process efficiently, resulting in lower cost [71]. (Co,Mn)3O4 spinel
coating on the steel can be achieved by depositing metallic Co, which oxidize during the
high temperature exposure to form Co3O4 spinel. Subsequent outward diffusion of Mn
from the steel results in the formation of (Co,Mn)3O4 spinel [69].
Reactive element coatings
Reactive element coatings are proposed for the interconnect application. Even a very thin
coating of reactive elements has shown a beneficial effect on the corrosion behaviour of
the alloy [55, 72, 73]. Moreover, Fontana et al.[55] showed improvement in the oxidation
behaviour and oxide scale adhesion of reactive element oxide (La2O3, Nd2O3 and Y2O3)
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coated chromia forming steels such as Crofer 22 APU, AL 453 and Haynes 230. However,
reactive element coating is ineffective in preventing chromium evaporation [56].
Spinel coating and the reactive element coating can be combined to achieve lower
chromium evaporation and improve oxidation resistance. Several authors reported the
improved behaviour of MCO coatings by the addition of reactive elements [74, 75, 76, 77,
78]. Ce/Co coatings are considered state-of-the-art coatings that combine the positive
effects of both the MCO coating and a reactive element coating. A 10 nm Ce and a 600
nm thick Co on the top deposited using PVD are extensively researched for interconnect
application [53, 56, 74, 79, 80, 81]. Moreover, the self-healing properties of these coatings
allow steel sheets to be shaped to interconnect after coating, which is highly cost-effective
[82].
4.1.3 Electrical Conductivity of Oxide Scales
The main function of the interconnect is to conduct electrons, thereby electrically
connecting the fuel cells in the fuel cell stack. The main challenge for the electrical
conductivity of the interconnect is the formation of oxide scale during high temperature
operation. The conductivity of the oxide scale is several orders of magnitude lower than
the steel. Therefore, the oxide scale growth increases the overall resistance of the steel,
decreasing the efficiency of the fuel cell. The degradation can be experimentally evaluated
using the area specific resistance (ASR).
The electrical conductivity of a material can be defined using the Equation 4.1
σ =
∑
µi ∗ ni ∗ qi (4.1)
Where µi is the mobility, ni is the number and the qi is the charge of carrier i. In oxides,
the charge carriers are electrons, electron holes, ions, or ion holes. Thus, the conductivity
for the oxides can be defined as the sum of electronic and ionic charge carriers as shown
in Equation 4.2
σ = σelectronic + σionic (4.2)
The mobility µi of electrons decreases, and mobility µi of ions increases with the tem-
perature. The charge carrier concentration ni increases with the temperature. In oxides,
the increased charge carrier concentration and mobility of ions supersedes the decreased
mobility of electrons; therefore, the conductivity of oxides increases at higher tempera-
tures. In the case of metals, the decreased mobility of electrons supersedes the increased
charge carrier concentration, resulting in a decrease in conductivity [20]. The temperature
dependence of the electrical conductivity of the oxide scale is defined using Arrhenius
relation in Equation 4.3






where σo is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation energy, R is the ideal gas
constant and T is the temperature.
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The ASR is commonly used to describe the electrical behaviour of the interconnect,
which is independent of the area, as shown in the equation 4.4








where Re is the resistance, σ is the conductivity, L is the oxide thickness and A is the
measured area.
Conductivity of Chromia
The electrical properties of the interconnect are mostly dependent on the chromia scale
growth. Chromia scale is considered an intrinsic semiconductor at temperatures above
1000 °C [83] and a extrinsic semiconductor at temperatures below 1000 °C [84]. Thus,
electronic conductivity of the chromia scale below 1000 °C depends on the partial pressure
and is dominated by dopants and impurities. Depending on the dopant and the oxygen
partial pressure, the doped chromia shows either p-type semiconductor behaviour or
n-type semiconductor behaviour. Since the partial pressure of oxygen varies through the
oxide scale, some researchers reported the presence of both n-type and p-type behaviour
in the chromia scale [85, 86]. The thermally grown chromia scale is doped by several
alloying elements such as Ti, Ni, Fe, Mn, and Nb present in the steel [84, 87, 88]. Usually,
the conductivity of the oxide scale is improved by the dopants [87, 89]. Thus, the electrical
conductivity of the chromia scale is reported to vary between 0.001 and 0.05 Scm−1 at
800 °C [84, 90, 91, 92].
Conductivity of Spinels
Spinel coatings are extensively used to reduce chromium evaporation, as discussed in
section 4.1.2. Since the coatings are inevitable, it is important to understand the electrical
properties of various spinels proposed as interconnect coatings. Spinels are believed to
conduct electrons via a hopping mechanism between the octahedral sites [93]. To be
a good electronic conductor, spinels should be able to accommodate different valence
electrons at the octahedral states. The (Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel has higher conductivity than
the Cr2O3 scale [39, 40], but much lower conductivity than (Co,Mn)3O4 spinel [66, 94,
95]. This is because of the presence of Cr, which has only one stable oxidation state
Cr+3 and a strong preference to occupy the octahedral sites [66, 96]. An extensive list
of the conductivity and thermal expansion of various spinels at 800 °C can be found
[66]. Based on that study, (Co,Mn)3O4 and (Cu,Mn)3O4 spinels are best suited for the
interconnect coating. However, Göebel et al. [97] showed the minimal influence of the
coating conductivity on the ASR since the conductivity of the coating is several orders of
magnitude higher than the chromia scale.
4.2 BOP Materials
BOP components are exposed to various temperatures and atmospheres depending
on their location, function, and contact with the exhaust. The use of chromia forming
materials in BOP causes problems similar to those encountered with the interconnects,
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such as chromium evaporation. BOP components located upstream of the fuel cell can
be a significant source of volatile Cr(V I) species [98]. However, unlike the metallic
interconnects, which have attracted considerable attention from researchers worldwide,
materials for BOP components are often overlooked. Coatings designed to circumvent the
drawbacks of metallic interconnects are difficult to implement on BOP components due
to the complex geometries of the components.
The metallic materials used for BOP components should have good oxidation resistance,
lower cost, and are readily available. Moreover, they should have good mechanical
properties, good machinability, high thermal conductivity, and long-term creep behaviour.
Unlike the materials for interconnects, there are no restrictions on the conductivity of the
scale for the BOP components. Hence, Al2O3 oxide forming alloys can be used for this
application. With nominal restrictions on the TEC, austenitic steels and Ni-based alloys
can be explored for the BOP application.
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5 Experimental Setup and Methods
5.1 Investigated Materials
5.1.1 Balance of Plant
Five alloys from four material groups are investigated for their application in the balance
of plant components. The chemical composition of the selected alloys is shown in Table
5.1. The DIN number, material group, and the commercial names of the alloys used in
this thesis are listed in Table 5.2. The alloys with a thickness of 0.5 mm were cut to 17
mm x 15 mm coupons and exposed without further surface treatment. A197 was obtained
as a 2 mm thick sheet cut into square coupons (15 mm x 15 mm x 2 mm) and ground
to 0.5 mm using SiC paper to a grit #1200 finish. The coupons were exposed at 650 °C
and 850 °C for 500 h. One set of coupons were pre-oxidized at 900 °C for 24 h before
exposure at 650 °C for 500 h.
Table 5.1: Chemical composition of the selected materials in weight %.
Alloy C Si Mn Cr Ni Al Nb Fe Mo Ti
AISI 441 0.02 0.58 0.42 17.53 0.28 - 0.39 Bal 0.164
AISI 444 0.01 0.37 0.3 18.92 - - 0.56 Bal 1.85 0.003
Alloy 600 0.02 0.18 0.24 16.25 74.19 0.22 0.08 7.93 - 0.29
Alloy 800H 0.07 0.4 0.6 20.8 30.4 0.28 - Bal - 0.3
A197 0.02 1.25 0.1 12.4 - 3.7 - Bal Reactive Elements
Table 5.2: Details of the materials from Table 5.1
Alloy DIN Commercial name Material group Thickness
AISI 441 1.4509 - FSS 0.5 mm
AISI 444 1.4521 K44M FSS 0.5 mm
Alloy 600 2.4816 - Ni-base alloy 0.5 mm
Alloy 800H 1.4958 Austenitic stainless steel 0.5 mm
A197 Kanthal® EF101 Alumina forming FSS 2 mm
5.1.2 Interconnects
Three FSS with a thickness of 0.3 mm were selected for the interconnect application.
Of these, 441 and 444 are commercial FSS, while Crofer 22 APU is the tailor-made FSS
for the interconnect application. The chemical composition of the investigated steels
is shown in Table 5.1. In papers II, III uncoated steels are compared with the coated
steel. Two types of coupons from steel sheet and pre-cut steel, shown in Figure 5.1,
are used for the exposures. In the pre-cut steel, coupons of size 17 mm x 15 mm were
etched on the steel sheet and are attached to the remaining material with two 1 mm
wide sections. Coatings are deposited on pre-cut steel and steel sheet using a proprietary
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physical vapour deposition process at Sandvik Materials Technology [71]. The coatings
deposited on various substrates are listed in Table 5.4. The coated steel sheet was further
cut into 17 mm x 15 mm coupons, which are referred to as sheet-coated. The coupons
from the coated pre-cut steel sheet are referred to as precut-coated. All the exposures on
the uncoated steels were performed on coupons from pre-cut steels.
Table 5.3: Chemical composition of the selected steels in weight %.
Alloy Fe Cr C Mn Si Cu Ti Nb Mo RE
Crofer 22 APU Bal 22.92 0.004 0.38 0.01 0.01 0.06 - - 0.07
AISI 444 Bal 19.03 0.015 0.35 0.40 - 0.005 0.6 1.86 -
AISI 441 Bal 17.56 0.014 0.35 0.59 - 0.17 0.39 - -
Table 5.4: Details of the coating-steel combinations used in the thesis.
Alloy DIN 10Ce 600Co 20Ce 600Co 50Ce 600Co
AISI 441 1.4509
AISI 444 1.4521
Crofer 22 APU 1.4760
Figure 5.1: Steel used for coating (a) sheet (b) pre-cut steel with
coupon dimensions 17 mm x 15 mm.
5.2 Exposure
All exposures were carried out in tubular furnaces with a horizontal quartz tube reactor,
as shown in Figure 5.2. The exposures were performed in continuous airflow, saturated
with 3% H2O to represent the airside of SOFC. 3% H2O in the air was obtained by
flowing the air through a heated water bath connected to a condenser set at 24.4 °C. The
water vapour in the air was measured using Michell Instruments Optidew Vision™ chilled
mirror humidity sensor. To achieve a flow independent regime, the airflow was set at
6000 sml min−1, which corresponds to a linear velocity of 27 cm/s. A flow restrictor was
placed in front of the coupons to minimize natural convection and ensure a more uniform
flow pattern. All coupons were degreased and cleaned with acetone and ethanol in an
ultrasonic bath at room temperature before the exposure. Three identical coupons were
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used for each exposure. The coupons were mounted on an alumina holder positioned
parallel to the airflow.
5.2.1 Mass Gains
The oxidation kinetics of the exposed alloys are studied using discontinuous mass gain
measurements. The coupons were removed from the furnace at regular intervals and
allowed to cool down to room temperature. The mass of the coupons is recorded using
an XP6 scale (Mettler Toledo). After recording the mass, the samples were reheated
to the same temperature as before. The mass gains from the discontinuous mass gain
measurements are compared to the mass gains recorded after continuous chromium
evaporation measurements.
Figure 5.2: Schematic illustration of the experimental setup [99]
5.2.2 Denuder Technique
The time-resolved in-situ chromium evaporation measurements were performed using
the Denuder technique. A denuder tube coated with Na2CO3 was placed at the outlet
of the reactor as shown in Figure 5.2. The downstream of the gas was directed through
a denuder tube coated with Na2CO3. The volatile Cr species formed according to the
Equation 3.9 react with Na2CO3 as shown in the Equation 5.1.
Na2CO3(s) + CrO2(OH)2(g)→ Na2CrO4(s) +H2O(g) + CO2(g) (5.1)
The end of the denuder was connected to a wash bottle to collect any detached flakes
of Na2CrO4. The denuders and wash bottles were replaced at regular intervals. The
removed denuders and wash bottles were leached with distilled water. The chromium




Spectrophotometry is an analytical method for quantifying light-absorbing ions or
molecules in a solution. Each chemical compound absorbs light in a certain range of
wavelengths. The absorption of light increases with the increase in the concentration of
the substance. The absorbance can be measured using the Beer-Lambert law [100] as





Where A is the absorbance, I0 is the intensity of transmitted light for a given wavelength
using pure solvent, and I is the intensity of transmitted light through the solution, ελ
is the molar absorptivity, l is the path length of the light through the solution, and c
is the concentration. The maximum light absorbance for chromate in water solution is
at a wavelength of 370 nm. The monochromatic light at this wavelength is used for all
concentration measurements. Fournier-Salaün et al. [101] reported that the pH of 9 and
above is required for almost 100% chromate predominance in the solution. The solutions
leached from denuders and wash bottles are tested for pH and usually are alkaline with
pH > 9. In other cases, 0.1 M NaOH was added to the solution.
5.3.2 Broad ion beam
A Broad ion Beam Milling System Leica EM TIC 3X equipped with three Ar ion guns
was used for polishing the cross-sections of the coupons. A broad ion beam (BIB), typically
of Ar ions, is used to bombard a target material, sputtering the atoms from the surface of
the target. Since the milling takes place over a wide area, finely polished cross-sections in
the millimetre range are obtained for further analysis. The main advantage of using BIB
over mechanical polishing is that BIB is a dry process and produces smoother surfaces
revealing microstructural features.
5.3.3 Scanning Electron Microscope
A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is an electron microscope that scans the surface
with a focused beam of electrons to produce images. As a result, SEM has a much higher
resolution compared to the optical microscopes which uses visible light. The electron
source emits electrons that are accelerated and passed through a system of magnetic
lenses and apertures to produce a focused beam of electrons that hits the surface of the
sample. The electrons interact with atoms in the material, producing various signals such
as secondary electrons, Auger electrons, back-scattered electrons, and X-ray emissions.
These emissions are transformed into signals containing information about the topography,
orientation, and composition of the material with the help of suitable detectors [102].
Figure 5.3 shows the interaction volume and different types of emissions from the electron
material interactions. The SEM used for the work in this thesis is a JEOL JSM-7800F
Prime SEM, equipped with an Oxford Instruments Energy Dispersive X-ray spectrometer
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(EDS). Secondary electrons and back-scattered electrons are used for imaging, and X-ray
emissions are used to analyze the composition of the investigated samples.
Figure 5.3: Schematic illustration showing the (a) interaction volume
(b) secondary electrons (c) back scattered electrons (d) characteristic
x-ray. Adapted from [102, 103]
5.3.3.1 Secondary Electrons
Secondary electrons (SE) interact with the outermost surface of the material and are
therefore very surface sensitive. They are generated from the electron shells of atoms as a
consequence of being excited by the electrons in the electron beam (Figure 5.3b). The
secondary electrons usually have an energy of less than 50 eV [102]; therefore, they can
escape from the outermost region of the sample, as shown in Figure 5.3a. As a result,
they provide the best resolution for imaging and provide more topological information
than the back-scattered electrons [103].
5.3.3.2 Back-scattered Electrons
The back-scattered electrons (BSE) are highly energetic electrons that are produced
when an electron from the electron beam is elastically scattered at the nucleus of an atom
(Figure 5.3c). Because they are highly energetic, their interaction volume is much higher
than the secondary electrons, as shown in Figure 5.3a. However, higher interaction volume
results in reduced image resolution and topographic contrast. Nevertheless, they provide
more information about the elements in the material. The higher the atomic number,
the greater number of incoming electrons are back-scattered, resulting in a so-called
Z-contrast. Heavier elements appear brighter because more back-scattered electrons reach
the detector, allowing to identify the compositional differences [103].
5.3.3.3 Energy dispersive X-ray analysis
Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis is used to obtain accurate information about
the composition of the material. When an electron from the primary electron beam ejects
an electron from the inner shell of an atom, the void is filled by an electron from the
outer shell with higher energy. The energy difference between the shells is emitted as an
X-ray photon, as shown in (Figure 5.3d). The energy difference between the shells is the
characteristic of the element. The emitted X-ray photons are measured with an X-ray
spectrometer to identify the elements in the material. Quantitative element information
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can be measured using the intensity of the X-ray photon of specific energy. Since the
X-rays are produced within the entire interaction volume, as shown in Figure 5.3a, the
spatial resolution for the EDX analysis in SEM is in the order of micrometres [102].
5.3.4 X-ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a non-destructive technique that provides information
about structures, phases, preferred crystal orientations (texture), and other structural
parameters such as crystallinity and average grain size. X-rays are generated by a cathode
ray tube and filtered to produce a monochromatic beam of X-rays, which are directed
onto the sample. The X-rays are diffracted by the crystal lattice of the sample. The
diffracted X-rays are detected using a detector. The diffracted X-rays which are in phase
(constructive interference) can be observed at specific angles 2θ if the conditions satisfy
Bragg’s law [104] (see Figure 5.4) as shown in Equation 5.3
nλ = 2dhklsinθ (5.3)
Where n is an integer and λ is the wavelength of the X-ray beam, and θ is the inci-
dence/diffracted angle. Because of the random orientation of the planes in the material, all
possible diffraction directions of the lattice can be obtained by scanning the sample over a
range of angles. Diffraction at different atomic planes produces a diffraction pattern that
contains information about the atomic arrangement within the crystal and is analyzed
using powder diffraction files.
Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction was used to analyze the crystal phases of the oxide
scales formed during the exposure. The X-rays from the source are incident at a fixed
angle (usually from 0.2°to 2°). A moving detector is used to detect X-rays at different
angles. A Seimens D5000 diffractometer is used with Cu Kα radiation having a wavelength
of 1.54 Å. The detector is scanned in the angular range of 20°- 70°.
Figure 5.4: Schematic representation of Bragg’s law. Adapted from
[104]
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5.3.5 Area Specific resistance
To ASR measurements were performed ex-situ on the exposed coupons. To achieve a
good electrical connection with the oxide layer, an area of 10 mm x 10 mm was sputtered
with platinum for 10 minutes using a Quorum 150 sputter coater and a sputter current of
60 mA. The sputtered area was further painted with platinum paste (Metalor 6926). The
samples were exposed to a temperature of 150 °C for 15 minutes and 800 °C for 1 hour
to remove all binders from the platinum paste and to sinter platinum paste (see Figure
5.5). The ASR was measured using a 4-point probe method in DC mode using platinum
electrodes. An electrical current of 100 mA was used for the ASR measurements. The
current was supplied using a Keithley 2400 source meter. To check the semiconducting
behaviour, the ASR was measured as the coupon was cooled down. More details on the
setup can be found in [105]
Figure 5.5: Schematic illustration of the step wise electrode preperation
process for ASR measurement.
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6 Results and Discussion
The chapter results and discussion is divided into two sections. The first part deals
with the Balance of Plant (BOP) materials, and the second part investigates different
steels and steel-coating combinations for interconnect applications.
6.1 BOP materials
Of the various metallic materials available for use in BOP components, four different
groups of materials, chromia forming ferritic steel, alumina forming ferritic steel, Fe-base
austenitic steel, Ni-base alloy, are examined for their potential application in the BOP.
Table 5.1 (see section 5.1) lists 5 different alloys together with their composition. The
performance of these alloys was evaluated in a typical air side environment for 500 hours
at 650 and 850 °C. Additionally, to understand the effect of pre-oxidation, the coupons
were pre-oxidized at 900 °C for 24 hours and were further exposed at 650 °C for 500
hours. The mass gain due to pre-oxidation is reported in Paper 1. The mass gain plots
of the pre-oxidized alloys in the following sections represent oxidation kinectics after
pre-oxidation, thus, did not include the mass gain due to pre-oxidation.
6.1.1 AISI 441 and AISI 444
Figure 6.1a shows that the chromium evaporation of 444 is slightly lower than that of
441 at 650 °C on the as-received coupons. The chromium evaporation of the pre-oxidized
441 and 444 is similar and about 30% lower than the as-received. At 850 °C, the chromium
evaporation of as-received 444 and 441 is similar and higher than at 650 °C.
Both steels showed mass loss after 500 hours at 650 °C on as-received and pre-oxidized
coupons (Figure 6.1b). The mass loss of 441 and 444 is similar in the respective exposure
conditions. The net mass gain behaviour of the as-received coupons at 650 °C indicates
paralinear oxidation kinetics. As discussed in the section 3.4, chromium evaporation
significantly affects the oxidation behaviour. Because of the oxide lost through chromium
evaporation, the gravimetrically measured mass gain (net mass gain) doesn’t indicate
the true extent of oxidation. Thus, the net mass gain should be compensated by the
mass loss due to chromium evaporation to determine the true extent of oxidation, called
corrected mass gain (see paper 1 for more details). The net and corrected mass gain of
441 and 444 at 650 °C are shown in Table 6.1. No major difference in the corrected mass
gain of 444 and 441 is observed at 650 °C for as-received and pre-oxidized coupons. At
850 °C, a considerable difference is observed in the net and corrected mass gains of the
as-received coupons. 441 showed a much higher net mass gain than that of 444 after 500
hours. Since the chromium evaporation is similar, the corrected mass gain of 441 is also
higher than 444. Even after pre-oxidation for 24 hours at 900 °C, a significant difference
in mass gain is observed between 441 and 444. This indicates that the oxidation kinetics
of 444 is lower than 441 and agrees well with previously published data [79].
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Figure 6.1: (a) Chromium evaporation and (b) net mass gain as a
function of time for the as-received and pre-oxidized 441, 444 exposed
at 650 °C and as-received 441, 444 exposed at 850 °C for 500 h. Open
and filled symbols represent two individual exposures.
Table 6.1: Net mass gain and corrected mass gain in mgcm−2of 441 and 444 exposed in
as-received and pre-oxidized condition for 500 h at different temperatures
Material as-received (650 °C) pre-oxidized (650 °C) as-received (850 °C)net corrected net corrected net corrected
441 -0,0307 0,0769 -0,051 0,0025 0.8275 1.0764
444 -0,0295 0,0526 -0,048 0,0015 0.4316 0.6417
The oxide scale thickness and structure of 441 and 444 after 500 hours on the as-received
samples at 650 °C is similar. It is composed of a continuous Cr2O3 scale and discontinuous
(Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel on the top (see paper 1). The oxide scale structure of 441 and 444 at
850 °C, revealed by EDX maps in Figure 6.2, is similar with an inner continuous Cr2O3
scale and continuous (Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel on the top. Such an oxide scale structure is
expected for the pre-oxidized 441 and 444. The oxide scale of 441 and 444 at 850 °C
(Figure 6.2) revealed a thinner oxide scale on 444 (2-3 µm) compared to 441 (3-4 µm).
The thickness of the oxide scale matches well with the observed net mass gain (Figure
6.1b). Slower oxidation kinetics of 444 compared to 441 is suggested to be because of the
higher volume fraction of laves phases in 444 [106].
The lower chromium evaporation of pre-oxidized coupons than the as-received coupons
at 650 °C might be due to continuous (Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel on the surface of the pre-
oxidized coupons. (Cr,Mn)3O4 is reported to decrease chromium evaporation by a factor
of 2-3 times at 800 °C [25]. The chromium evaporation at 850 °C is 6 times higher than
on the pre-oxidized coupons at 650 °C. These results agree with Falk-Windisch et al.
[107] who has reported that chromium evaporation of similar alloys with similar oxide
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Figure 6.2: SEM cross-section micrographs of (a) 444 and (b) 441
exposed at 850 °C for 500 h.
scale increases by a factor of 2-3 per 100 °C in this temperature range. The pre-oxidized
441 and 444 showed a continuous mass loss due to slow oxidation kinetics, which can be
attributed to the oxide scale formed during pre-oxidation. The corrected mass gain of the
pre-oxidized coupons is lower than the as-received coupons as shown in table 6.1. This
indicates an improvement in the oxidation behaviour after pre-oxidation.
6.1.2 Alloy 600
The chromium evaporation of chromia forming Ni-base material, alloy 600, shown in
Figure 6.3a, is 2-3 times lower than that of 441 and 444 at the respective investigated
temperatures. The chromium evaporation of the as-received coupons is 4 times lower at
650 °C than at 850 °C. The pre-oxidized coupons showed about 50% lower chromium
evaporation than the as-received coupons at 650 °C. Furthermore, the pre-oxidized coupons
showed a mass loss while the as-received coupons showed mass gain at 650 °C. Despite
the change in the oxidation kinetics at 850 °C compared to 650 °C, the net mass gain is
similar for as-received coupons (Figure 6.3b) at both temperatures after 500 hours.
The cross-section of alloy 600 at 650 °C after 500 hours, shown in Figure 6.4a, reveals
a non-uniform oxide scale with thick nonprotective and thin protective regions. In the
regions with a thick non-protective oxide scale, the oxide scale grew both inward (craters)
and outward (islands) faster than the surrounding area. The surface morphology (inset in
Figure 6.4a) shows that the islands are distributed over the entire surface, with varied
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Figure 6.3: (a) Chromium evaporation and (b) net mass gain as a function
of time for the as-received and pre-oxidized alloy 600 exposed at 650 °C and
as-received alloy 600 exposed at 850 °C for 500 h. Open and filled symbols
represent two individual exposures.
thickness in the range of 1 - 10 µm. EDX maps in Figure 6.4a revealed that the crater
and the islands have varying local enrichments. The islands are rich in Ni and Fe oxides
and are depleted in Cr. Oxidation proceeded inwards because of the lack of a protective
layer resulting in a crater rich in Ni and Cr. XRD analysis showed the presence of NiO
and NiCr2O4 in the oxide scale (see paper 1). Chromium enrichment is observed at the
metal-oxide interface as the inward growing oxide scale is healed by forming a protective
Cr rich scale.
The regions with a thin oxide scale could not be resolved in the SEM, and the lack
of internal oxidation indicates the presence of a protective oxide scale. The protective
scale was probably formed due to an enhanced chromium supply in this region. It may
be related to the local microstructure of surface, such as grain orientation, high local
dislocation density, and proximity to the high density of alloy grain boundaries. The lack
of a continuous protective oxide scale resulted in higher net mass gain observed at 650 °C
which is similar to the net mass gain at 850 °C.
The cross-section of alloy 600 at 850 °C after 500 hours, shown in Figure 6.4b, reveals
a non-uniform oxide scale with varied thickness. The oxide scale is thicker above the
alloy grains and thinner above the alloy grain boundaries. The EDX analysis in Figure
6.4b shows that the oxide scale above the alloy grains has a Ni-rich phase, NiO, on the
top, followed by a Fe and Ni-rich intermediate oxide scale featuring local enrichment and
chromia scale at the metal-oxide interface. The intermediate Fe and Ni-rich oxide layer is
absent on the top of alloy grain boundaries, resulting in a thinner scale. This difference
in the oxide scale structure arises due to the higher Cr diffusion along the alloy grain
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Figure 6.4: SEM cross-section micrographs and EDX maps of alloy 600 exposed
at (a) 650 °C and (b) 850 °C for 500 h.
boundaries than the bulk in Ni-base alloys [108]. Moreover, the alloy grain boundaries
also act as preferential nucleation sites for the Cr-rich oxide scale [109]. This resulted in
faster formation of chromia scale on the grain boundaries than surrounding area. The
formation of the Ni-rich cap layer resulted in lower chromium evaporation compared to
ferritic stainless steels, 441 and 444 at the investigated temperatures.
Upon pre-oxidation, the performance of alloy 600 is improved at 650 °C. The pre-oxidized
coupons have a similar oxide scale structure to those exposed at 850 °C. The low corrected
mass gain on the pre-oxidized coupons is due to the presence of a continuous protective
chromium-rich oxide scale. The chromium evaporation is lower on the pre-oxidized
coupons because of the thick Ni-rich cap layer formed upon pre-oxidation.
6.1.3 Alloy 800H
The chromium evaporation of chromia forming austenitic steel, alloy 800H, shown in
Figure 6.5a, is 5 - 10 times lower than that of 444 and 441 at the respective investigated
temperatures. The chromium evaporation at 650 °C is 10 times lower than at 850 °C.
The pre-oxidized coupons showed similar chromium evaporation as the as-received at
650 °C. Alloy 800H had the highest Cr content among the selected alloys; however, it
exhibited the highest mass gain (Figure 6.5b) at both investigated temperatures on the
as-received coupons. Nevertheless, the mass gain of the pre-oxidized coupons is extremely
low. Table 6.2 shows that as-received alloy 8000H exhibited inverse temperature behaviour
where lower mass gains are observed at higher temperatures. The mass gain at 650 °C
is 4-5 times higher than at 850 °C after 500 hours. The higher mass gain indicates the
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low oxidation resistance at 650 °C. However, the mass gain stabilized after 168 hours,
revealing a decrease in oxidation rate with time.
Figure 6.5: (a) Chromium evaporation and (b) net mass gain as a function
of time for as-received and pre-oxidized alloy 800H exposed at 650 °C and
as-received alloy 800H exposed at 850 °C for 500 h. Open and filled symbols
represent two individual exposures.
Table 6.2: Mass gain of alloy 800H exposed at different temperatures for 24 h.
Temperature 650 °C 850 °C 900 °C
Mass Gain (mg cm−2) 2.82 1.35 0.71
The cross-section of alloy 800H at 650 °C after 500 hours, shown in Figure 6.6a reveals
that the oxide scale is continuous and nonuniform with the thickness varying from 15 to
70 µm. The oxide scale has outward and inward growing parts, and the labels 1,2, and
3 show three distinct oxide scales. The outer scale (layer 1) is rich in Fe, and the scale
beneath (layer 2) is rich in Fe and Ni. Between layers 2 and 3, discontinuous patches of
Ni-rich oxide (EDX map of Ni in Figure 6.6a) are observed at the original interface of
the alloy. Layer 3 is an inward growing intermediate oxide layer rich in Cr, Mn, Ni, and
Fe. The concentration of Cr in the oxide is highest at the metal-oxide interface. Despite
the higher diffusion coefficient (D) of Cr among Fe, Cr, and Ni in Fe-Cr-Ni austenitic
steels [110], the protective chromia scale is not formed on alloy 800H at 650 °C during
the initial stage. This led to the formation of fast-growing oxides, resulting in high mass
gain observed during the initial period. In this stage, Fe and Cr preferentially oxidized
to form fast-growing iron-rich (Fe,Cr)2O3 on the surface by outward diffusion due to
higher miscibility and diffusion coefficient. Simultaneously, inward diffusion of dissolved
oxygen oxidized Ni to NiO. The oxidation proceeded inwards, oxidizing Fe, Cr, and Ni
due to the lack of a protective scale.
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Figure 6.6: SEM cross-section micrographs and EDX maps of alloy 800H exposed
at (a) 650 °C and (b) 850 °C for 500 h.
The oxide layer healed by forming a protective Cr rich oxide layer, inhibiting further
rapid inward oxidation. The formation of the protective layer resulted in lower oxidation as
observed in the mass gain after 168 hours in Figure 6.5b. The low chromium evaporation
observed at 650 °C is due to the thick oxide scale, which limited Cr oxide access to the
environment.
The oxide scale structure (Figure 6.6b) at 850 °C is similar to the one at 650 °C.
However, at 850 °C, the oxide scale is thinner due to faster formation of a protective
chromia scale at higher temperatures. The oxide scale structure and thickness is different
above the alloy grains and alloy grain boundaries. Despite having 20% Cr in the steel, the
Cr-rich scale is not formed on the surface like in 441 and 444 at 850 °C during the initial
oxidation, instead formed a (Fe,Ni)3O4 spinel on the surface. This might be due to
slower Cr diffusion in austenitic steels compared to the ferritic steels [111]. The oxidation
proceeded further, resulting in the intermediate oxide layer rich in Cr, Mn, Fe and Ni,
observed only above the alloy grains. Such scale is not observed above the alloy grain
boundaries because the protective chromia scale formed much faster as the chromium
diffusion along the grain boundaries is faster than the bulk [112]. As a result, a thinner
oxide scale is observed above the alloy grain boundaries. Once a continuous protective Cr
scale is formed at the metal-oxide interface, the oxidation rate slowed down, as reflected
in the mass gain after 24 hours. The presence of the (Fe,Ni)3O4 spinel cap layer on the
Cr rich oxide resulted in lower chromium evaporation observed in Figure 6.5a. Due to
difference in the oxide scale structure of alloy 800H compared to 441 and 444, chromium
evaporation increased by 10 times upon increasing the temperature from 650 °C to 850
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°C.
The oxide scale formed upon pre-oxidation resembles the structure of the oxide scale at
850 °C; however, the outer spinel layer is thinner as the protective scale formed faster at
higher temperatures. Despite the thinner cap layer on pre-oxidized coupons compared to
as-received coupons, the chromium evaporation is similar at 650 °C. This indicates the
effectiveness of the (Fe,Ni)3O4 spinel cap layer in reducing chromium evaporation. The
protective oxide scale formed during pre-oxidation resulted in a lower mass gain during
subsequent exposure at 650 °C.
6.1.4 A197/Kanthal® EF101
The chromium evaporation of alumina forming FSS, A197, shown in Figure 6.7a, is two
orders of magnitude lower than that of 441 and 444, the lowest of the selected alloys at
both temperatures. The results are in agreement with previous studies on the chromium
evaporation of alumina scale forming alloys [25]. The chromium evaporation at 650 °C
is 4 times lower than the chromium evaporation at 850 °C. The chromium evaporation
is similar for as-received coupons and pre-oxidized coupons. The mass gain of A197,
shown in Figure 6.7b, is extremely low at the investigated temperatures. A197 has the
lowest corrected mass gain of the selected alloys at both temperatures, indicating superior
oxidation resistance.
Figure 6.7: (a) Chromium evaporation and (b) net mass gain as a function of
time for as-received and pre-oxidized A197 exposed at 650 °C and as-received
A197 exposed at 850 °C for 500 h. Open and filled symbols represent two
individual exposures.
The cross-section of A197 at 650 °C after 500 hours, shown in Figure 6.8a, reveals the
presence of a continuous protective oxide scale. The oxide scale has a thickness of 50 nm
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after 500 hours. The oxide scale is too thin for EDX analysis in SEM. However, based on
the chromium evaporation and mass gain data, it can be assumed that the oxide scale
is an alumina rich scale. The cross-section of A197 at 850 °C after 500 hours, shown in
Figure 6.8b, reveals a multi-layered oxide with dense inner and porous outer scales. The
oxide scale is mostly uniform, with a thickness of about 500 nm after 500 hours. Reactive
element oxides are sporadically observed in the oxide scale, and the oxide scale is thicker
in those regions. EDX maps in Figure 6.9 showed the presence of an alumina rich oxide.
Sand et al [113] has confirmed the presence of mullite (Alx(Al2+2xSi2+2x)O10−x) and
tridymite (SiO2 polymorph) in addition to α and γ alumina when A197 was exposed at
800 °C in 20% H2O.
Figure 6.8: SEM cross-section micrographs of A197 exposed at (a) 650 °C and
(b) 850 °C for 500 h.
Figure 6.9: EDX maps of the cross-section of A197 exposed at 850 °C for 500 h.
The pre-oxidized A197 showed almost no change in mass when further exposed at 650
°C for 500 hours. This is due to the alumina scale formed up on pre-oxidation. Table
6.3 shows that the mass gain of as-received after 24 hours is 10 times lower than the
mass gain due to pre-oxidiation for 24 hours. Nevertheless, chromium evaporation of the
as-received and pre-oxidized coupons is similar (Figure 6.7a). This indicates that the
oxide scale formed at 650 °C is extremely effective in reducing the chromium evaporation,
similar to the α and γ alumina scale. Extremely low chromium evaporation and mass
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gain make A197 particularly suitable for BOP application.
Table 6.3: Mass gain of A197 exposed at different temperatures for 24 h.
Temperature 650 °C 900 °C
Mass Gain (mg cm−2) 0.007 0.078
6.1.5 Comparison of the selected steels
Of the as-received alloys exposed at 650 °C, 441 and 444 exhibited the highest chromium
evaporation and mass loss after 500 hours. Alloy 600 showed about 3 times lower chromium
evaporation than 441 and 444. Alloy 800H showed 10 times lower chromium evaporation
than 441 and 444. However, the mass gain of alloy 800H is very high, indicating inferior
oxidation resistance. Alloy 600 and alloy 800H formed a cap layer on a Cr-rich scale
due to inferior oxidation resistance. However, this cap layer helped to reduce chromium
evaporation. A197 showed about 100 times lower chromium evaporation than 441 and 444.
The mass gain of A197 is the lowest of the selected alloys, indicating superior oxidation
resistance. Except for A197, all the alloys showed poor behaviour either in terms of
chromium evaporation or oxidation resistance.
In general, the chromium evaporation of the selected alloys is higher at 850 °C than
at 650 °C. Nevertheless, the ranking of the alloys according to chromium evaporation is
similar to 650 °C. All alloys showed net mass gain, alloy 800H had the highest and A197
had the lowest net mass gain. A Ni-rich cap layer is formed on the top of the protective
chromia layer on alloy 800H and alloy 600. Due to the inferior cap layer on alloy 600,
the chromium evaporation is higher than alloy 800H. A197 formed an alumina scale and
therefore has the lower chromium evaporation and mass gain.
Pre-oxidation significantly improved the performance of the alloys at 650 °C. The
chromium evaporation of the pre-oxidized alloys is 30 - 50 % lower than the as-received
except for A197 and alloy 800H, which showed similar chromium evaporation under both
conditions. The ranking of the materials in terms of chromium evaporation is similar
to the as-received. Pre-oxidation resulted in a significant improvement in the oxidation
resistance of alloy 600 and alloy 800H. Cost is an important factor in the material selection
for BOP components. Alloy 600 is expected to be the most expensive, followed by alloy
800H and ferritic steels A197, 441 and 444. Of the ferritic steels, A197 is expected to be
expensive due to lower production volumes than 441 and 444.
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6.2 Interconnects
The major challenges for the widespread commercialization of solid oxide fuel cell
technology are long-term system stability and material costs. The choice of the steel-
coating combination for the interconnect strongly affects the challenges as mentioned
above. Since the interconnect is a significant part of the total stack cost [2, 3], using
ferritic steels such as 441 and 444 results in a lower cost than tailor-made steels such
as Crofer 22 APU. However, it is crucial to understand the behaviour of low-cost steels
and compare them to tailor-made steel. The behaviour of the uncoated steels and coated
steels is compared up to 1000 hours at 800 °C in the simulated air side of SOFC.
6.2.1 Uncoated steels - Chromium evaporation and Gravimetric
measurements
The cumulative chromium evaporation of the uncoated steels, shown in Figure 6.10a, is
dissimilar. 444 showed the highest cumulative chromium evaporation followed by 441 and
Crofer 22 APU. Figure 6.10b shows that the rate of chromium evaporation decreases with
time on all the steels, followed by a steady-state rate. This is because of Mn diffusion into
the oxide scale forming (Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel, which reduces the chromium evaporation
by a factor of 2-3 compared to the Cr2O3 scale [25, 38]. 444 showed a high rate of
chromium evaporation initially and took longer to reach the steady-state chromium
evaporation compared to 441 and Crofer 22 APU, thus resulting in the highest cumulative
Cr evaporation. It is speculated that slow Mn diffusion to the oxide scale resulted in such
behaviour (see paper 3). Nevertheless, after 500 hours, the rate of chromium evaporation
is similar on 441, 444 and slightly lower on Crofer 22 APU.
Figure 6.10: (a) Cumulative chromium evaporation (b) rate of chromium evap-
oration as a function of time for the uncoated Crofer 22 APU, 441 and 444
exposed at 800 °C for 500 h continuously. Open and filled symbols represent two
individual exposures.
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The net mass gains of the selected uncoated steels, shown in Figure 6.11a, differ
significantly after 500 hours. 441 has the highest net mass gain, followed by Crofer 22
APU, and 444. 441 and Crofer 22 APU showed a continuous increase in net mass with
time, while 444 had a rapid mass gain initially followed by a slow mass gain for the rest of
the exposure. As discussed in Section 6.1.1, the net mass gain is influenced by chromium
evaporation. Corrected mass gain, shown in Figure 6.11b, is higher than the respective
net mass gain of the steels, indicate the true extent of oxidation. Due to high chromium
evaporation of 444, the corrected mass gain is similar to Crofer 22 APU, and 441 has the
highest corrected mass gain.
The differences observed in the oxidation behaviour of the uncoated steels is probably
due to the influence of different alloying elements in the steel. A significant difference
is observed between the corrected mass gain of 441 and Crofer 22 APU. This might be
due to the presence of a reactive element, La, in Crofer 22 APU, which is known to
significantly improve the high temperature oxidation behaviour as discussed in section
4.1.1.1. Despite the lack of reactive elements, 444 had a much lower corrected mass gain
than 441. Similar trend is also observed at 850 °C as shown in the section 6.1.1.
Figure 6.11: (a) Net mass gain and (b) Corrected mass gain of uncoated steels
exposed at 800 °C for 500 hours.
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6.2.2 Uncoated steels - Microstructural Evolution
The SEM micrographs and EDX maps of the cross-sections of the uncoated steels after
500 hours, shown in Figure 6.12, reveal that the thickness of the oxide scale differed in
the uncoated steels. 444 has the thinnest oxide scale followed by Crofer 22 APU and 441.
The observed oxide thicknesses matches well with the net mass gains in Figure 6.11a. Ti
internal oxidation is observed under the metal-oxide interface of 441 and Crofer 22 APU.
Laves phase precipitates are observed in the steel matrix in 441 and 444. The oxide scale
structure of all uncoated steels is similar, composed of an outer (Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel and
inner Cr2O3 scale, after 500 hours. The presence of outer (Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel on all the
steels resulted in a similar rate of chromium evaporation.
Figure 6.12: SEM cross-section micrographs and EDX maps of (a) 441 (b)
Crofer 22 APU (c) 441 exposed at 800 °C for 500h.
6.2.3 Coated steels - Chromium evaporation
The cumulative chromium evaporation of Ce/Co coated steels performed on coupons cut
from steel sheet (sheet-coated coupons), shown in Figure 6.13, follows a similar trend as
the uncoated steels. However, the chromium evaporation after 500 hours is 10 times lower
compared to the uncoated. These results are consistent with earlier published data on
Ce/Co coatings [56, 69, 82, 81, 114, 115]. Since the sheet-coated coupons have uncoated
edges, the chromium evaporation measured has a contribution from the uncoated edges.
The uncoated edges contribute to 3.6 % of the total area. The chromium evaporation of
the uncoated 444 is highest of the selected steels. On the sheet coated coupons, chromium
evaporated from the uncoated edges of sheet-coated 444 is higher than sheet-coated 441
and Crofer 22 APU. Thus, the data in Figure 6.13 does not represent the actual effect
of Ce/Co coatings in inhibiting chromium evaporation. To understand the true effect
of Ce/Co coatings in reducing chromium evaporation, coupons coated entirely with the
Ce/Co coating are evaluated.
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Figure 6.13: Cumulative chromium evaporation as a function of time for the
Ce/Co sheet-coated steels exposed at 800 °C for 500 h continuously. Open and
filled symbols represent two individual exposures.
Figure 6.14: Cumulative chromium evaporation as a function of time for the
Ce/Co precut-coated steels exposed at 800 °C for 1000 h continuously. Open
and filled symbols represent two individual exposures.
Despite PVD being a line-of-sight process, some coating material is deposited on the
edges of the precut-coated coupons. Thus, these coupons have coated faces and coated
edges. Figure 6.14 shows that the cumulative chromium evaporation of all the precut-
coated steels is similar, unlike the uncoated and sheet coated. Moreover, the chromium
evaporation of the pre-cut coupons is significantly lower than the sheet-coated coupons.
The rate of chromium evaporation is extremely low and did not change much throughout
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the exposure (see paper 3). The cumulative chromium evaporation of pre-cut coated
steels is at least 60 times lower than the uncoated coupons after 500 hours. Due to the
high chromium evaporation of uncoated 444, the chromium evaporation of the coated
444 is almost 100 times lower than the uncoated. Based on the data from sheet-coated
coupons and precut-coated coupons, it can be observed that uncoated edges significantly
influence the chromium evaporation measurements.
Figure 6.15: Cumulative chromium evaporation as a function of time for the
Ce/Co precut-coated with one ground edge, precut-coated with all ground edges
and sheet-coated exposed at 800 °C for 500 h continuously. Open and filled
symbols represent two individual exposures.
To further confirm this hypothesis, one edge and all edges of precut-coated Crofer 22
APU were ground to #1200 to remove the coating from the edges, called precut-coated
with one ground edge and precut-coated with all ground edges, respectively. Figure 6.15
shows that the cumulative chromium evaporation of sheet-coated and precut-coated with
all ground edges is similar. The precut-coated with one ground edge has lower chromium
evaporation than the precut-coated with all ground edges. Moreover, the precut-coated
with one ground edge has 3 times higher chromium evaporation than the precut-coated
coupons. The rate of chromium evaporation decreased with time on the precut-coated
with either one or all ground edges (see paper 2).
Based on the chromium evaporation data from Figure 6.10a and Figure 6.14a, the
chromium evaporation for sheet-coated coupons (similar to precut-coated with all ground
edges), precut-coated with one ground edge is calculated and compared to the experimental
observations. The uncoated and coated areas are calculated and multiplied with the
corresponding cumulative chromium evaporation per unit area for 500 hours, assuming
that the uncoated edges have the same evaporation rate per unit area as the uncoated
steels. Table 6.4 shows that there is a significant difference in the calculated and measured
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chromium evaporation of the precut-coated coupons with ground edges. This clearly
indicates that the uncoated edges contributed to higher chromium evaporation than the
corresponding area. It is speculated that the flow dynamics inside the reactor resulted in
higher chromium evaporation from the edges.
Table 6.4: Experimental and calculated cumulative chromium evaporation of sheet-coated









sheet-coated 96.37 3.62 0.0046 0.011
precut-coated with
one ground edge 99.15 0.85 0.0021 0.0045
6.2.4 Coated steels - Gravimetric measurements
6.2.4.1 Influence of substrate
The mass gain of the Ce/Co coated steels, shown in Figure 6.16, reveals that all the
coated steels have similar mass gains after 1000 hours. During the first two hours, a rapid
increase in the mass gain is observed due to the oxidation of the metallic Ce/Co coating.
After that, all the steels showed a similar and continuous increase in mass following
parabolic oxidation kinetics. Since the chromium evaporation is extremely low, the net
mass gain and the corrected mass gain are similar for the coated steels. Similar mass
gain on coated steels is remarkable considering the variation in behaviour of the uncoated
steels. 444 showed slower oxide scale growth than 441 when uncoated at 850 °C (see
section 6.1.1 ) and 800 °C (see section 6.2.1). But such differences are not observed when
the steels are coated with Ce/Co.
Figure 6.16: Net mass gain of Ce/Co coated 441, 444, and Crofer 22 APU
exposed at 800 °C for 1000 h.
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Earlier studies showed that the reactive elements greatly influence the oxidation kinetics
of the chromia scale. Canovic et al.[74] has showed a significant decrease in the oxidation
upon the addition of 10 nm Ce to 600 nm Co coating. It is speculated that the reactive
elements in the coating caused this behaviour. Since the oxide scales formed on the
coated steels have similar Ce doping, it resulted in similar oxidation behaviour. 441,
which showed the highest mass gain when uncoated, has similar mass gain to others when
coated. Thus, it can be concluded that the Ce/Co coating is particularly effective on 441.
6.2.4.2 Influence of Ce layer thickness
If 10 nm of Ce can have such a huge impact on the oxidation behaviour, it looks
plausible that higher doping of RE might result in improved oxidation behaviour for the
selected steels. As the oxide scale grows thicker, the doping per unit volume decreases,
which might also affect the oxidation behaviour in the long term. To further enhance
the effect of reactive elements, coatings with a thicker Ce layer are deposited on 441 as
shown in Table 5.4. On the contrary to the expectation, the mass gain of 441 coated with
different Ce thickness in Ce/Co coating, as shown in Figure 6.17, exhibited no difference
till 6000 hours. It might be because the doping of the oxide scale with 10 nm of Ce in the
coating is already enough to have the benefits of the reactive element effect.
Figure 6.17: Net mass gain of 10Ce600Co, 20Ce600Co, and 50Ce600Co coated
441 exposed at 800 °C for 6000 h.
6.2.5 Coated steels - Microstructural Evolution
The SEM micrographs of the cross-sections of the Ce/Co coated steels, shown in Figure
6.18, exhibits the presence of two distinct layers in the oxide scale on all steels. From
the EDX map in Figure 6.19, it can be concluded that the outer layer is (Co,Mn)3O4
spinel and the inner layer is Cr2O3. The presence of (Co,Mn)3O4 spinel on the chromia
scale resulted in low chromium evaporation as observed in Figure 6.14 compared to the
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uncoated steels which had outer (Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel. The chromia scale has a similar
thickness on all coated steels, which matches well with the mass gains observed in Figure
6.16. A major difference between the steels is observed in the silicon map. 441 and 444
showed the formation SiO2 subscale at the metal-oxide interface. Due to low Si content
in Crofer 22 APU, no SiO2 subscale is observed at the metal-oxide interface. Despite a
higher fraction of laves phase in 444 than 441, SiO2 subscale looks more prominent in
444 than 441. The reason for this is still unclear.
Figure 6.18: SEM cross-section micrographs Ce/Co coated (a) 444 (b) 441 and
(c) Crofer 22 APU exposed at 800 °C for 1000 h.
Figure 6.19: EDX maps of the cross-section of Ce/Co coated (a) 444 (b) 441
and (c) Crofer 22 APU exposed at 800 °C for 1000 h.
6.2.6 Coated steels - Area specific resistance
The Ce/Co coated steels performed better than the uncoated steels in chromium evapo-
ration and oxide scale growth. So, Ce/Co coated steels are selected for the subsequent
electrical characterization. Figure 6.20 shows that the ASR values of all coated steels
are similar. This is surprising considering the Si scale observed in EDX maps of 444 and
441 after 1000 hours at the metal-oxide interface. SiO2 has very high resistance, in the
range of 10−5 to 10−7 Scm−1 [116] and is reported to be detrimental to conductivity
of the interconnects [16]. However, the influence of the SiO2 subscale is not observed
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experimentally. It is speculated that the SiO2 scale is not continuous or doped, which
improved its conductivity. For the contribution of different oxides to the ASR, see paper
3.
Figure 6.20: ASR of the Ce/Co coated steels exposed at 800 °C for 1000 h.
Error bars indicate standard deviation.
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7 Summary and Outlook
The findings in this thesis address the common degradation issues, chromium evaporation
and oxide scale growth associated with the use of metallic materials in SOFC applications,
whether as interconnects or construction materials for balance of plant components. All
the exposures are conducted in a simulated air-side atmosphere of the SOFC. The main
findings and important conclusions are listed below.
Balance of plant
Materials from four different groups were investigated at 650 °C and 850 °C, and their
behaviour is related to the corresponding microstructure.
A197: The alumina forming alloy, A197, showed the formation of a slow-growing pro-
tective scale with excellent chromium retention properties at 650 °C. At 850 °C, it formed
an alumina scale. It exhibited the lowest chromium evaporation of the selected alloys; two
orders of magnitude lower than 441 and 444 at the investigated temperatures. The high
oxidation resistance and low chromium evaporation make A197 a highly recommended
material for BOP components.
Alloy 800H: The chromia forming Fe-base austenitic steel, alloy 800H, showed lower
chromium evaporation than the selected alloys under all the exposure conditions, except
A197. This was due to the formation of a cap layer on top of the Cr-rich scale, reducing
Cr access to the environment. The oxide scale was composed of NiO and Fe2O3 oxides at
650 °C and (Fe,Ni)3O4 spinel at 850 °C. Low chromium evaporation makes alloy 800H
interesting for BOP components. By contrast, oxidation behaviour at 650 °C was poor
due to the lack of protective scale. However, an additional pre-oxidation step resulted in
improved oxidation performance at 650 °C.
Alloy 600: The chromia forming Ni-base material, alloy 600, showed an intermediate
performance among the selected alloys. It formed a cap layer of NiO on Cr-rich scale.
Thus, the chromium evaporation was lower than 441 and 444, at all the investigated
temperatures. However, alloy 600 showed poor oxidation behaviour at 650 °C. Considering
the high cost of Ni-base materials, alloy 600 seemed poorly suited for BOP components.
441 & 444: The chromia forming ferritic steels, 441 and 444, showed similar chromium
evaporation at both temperatures and at higher levels than those of the other selected
alloys. After 500 hours, the oxide scale comprised an outer (Cr,Mn)3O4 and inner
Cr2O3 scale. High chromium evaporation and oxide-scale growth made them particularly
unsuitable for BOP components.
During operation, some of the BOP components might also experience fuel and dual
atmosphere (fuel and air on either side) conditions. Future research should focus on the
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oxidation behaviour and chromium evaporation characteristics of these alloys in fuel and
dual atmosphere conditions. Other aspects relevant for the material selection of BOP
components, such as strength, long-term creep, and weldability, must be explored.
Interconnects
The low-cost steels, 441 and 444, were benchmarked against Crofer 22 APU in uncoated
and coated conditions for the interconnect application at 800 °C.
Uncoated steels showed differences in chromium evaporation and oxidation behaviour.
444 had the highest chromium evaporation, followed by 441 and Crofer 22 APU. However,
after 500 hours, the rate of chromium evaporation was similar for 441 and 444 but slightly
lower for Crofer 22 APU. 441 had the highest net mass gain, followed by Crofer 22 APU
and 444. The corrected mass gains were similar for Crofer 22 APU and 444, due to the
higher chromium evaporation of 444. After 500 hours, the oxide scale structure of the
uncoated steels was similar with outer (Cr,Mn)3O4 and inner Cr2O3 scale.
The Ce/Co coating improved the performance of these steels. The chromium evaporation
of the coated steels was lower than the uncoated steels. When the edges of the coated
steels were uncoated, the chromium evaporation of different coated steels was dissimilar;
it decreased by a factor of 10, compared to the uncoated ones. However, the coated steels
with coated edges had at least 60 times less chromium evaporation than the uncoated ones
and the chromium evaporation was similar for all steels. The experiments showed that
the uncoated edges on the coated steels had higher chromium evaporation than would
have been expected from the data obtained on uncoated specimens.
The Ce/Co coating reduced the oxidation of the steels compared to the uncoated ones.
The steels showed differences in oxidation behaviour when uncoated but similar oxidation
behaviour when coated. This might be because of the reactive elements in the coating.
However, when the concentration of reactive elements in the coating was increased, no
further improvement in the oxidation behaviour of the steels was observed. All the coated
steels showed a similar oxide scale, with (Co,Mn)3O4 spinel on the top and Cr2O3 scale
underneath. The low-cost steels, 441 and 444, showed SiO2 enrichment at the metal-oxide
interface. Nevertheless, the ASR of the Ce/Co coated steels was similar after 1,000 hours.
Thus, coated low-cost steels such as AISI 441, 444, 430 seemed a better value proposition
for their application as interconnects, due to their lower cost and greater availability than
coated tailor-made steels such as Crofer 22 APU.
Future research should be focused on the investigation of the coating-steel combination at
different temperatures. The beneficial effect of Ce is observed but is not fully understood.
More fundamental research on the reactive element effect will be needed. Since the
chromium evaporation of coated steels is very low, future research on steel development
for interconnects should focus on the other degradation mechanisms.
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